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In a recent paper Sukhatj^e, Lasjs.±la, and Qraya { l j presented a Tqodel

for diquark fragmentation. Their model was- Tjased on a recurs ive equation

involving two vertices (see Fig. l l :
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ABSTRACT

In the analysis of the leptoproduetion data for the charge ratios of

hadronB, the Sukhatme, Lasaila and Orava (SLO) model for diquark fragmentation

is shown to he consistent vith the hypothesis of a diquark acting as a single

unit. The baryon contribution to the charge ratio, Ignored earlier by SLO,

makes a significant effect.
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The former vertex implies that the diquark captures another quark from the

vacuum, forming a "Barren and releasing an antiquarfc which in turn forms mesons

etc. The picture here is of a diquark acting as a single unit vith h&ryons as

rank 1 particles and mesons ranks 2, 3, .... In the second picture quarks

within a diquark act independently of each other forming mesons as primary

particles. The first possibility in SLO is given by the probability function

and the second by

1 - e
-a«2

P - Pwhere 4 is the scaled momentum difference, ' 1 g1 , of the two quarks

P

vith P the diquark momentum, and a Is a parameter. The value

would correspond to the picture vhere a diquark acts as a single entity.

On the basis of their model SLO asserted that the leptoproduction

data [2] for the ratio of positive to negative particles in the target

fragmentation region rejected the a = 0 possibility. We will demonstrate

belov, on the basis of the SLO model, that this la not the case. The basic

point is t&at the positive to negative ratio in these experiments [2] involve

hadrons i.e. mesons as veil as baryons vhile SLO considered only mesons.
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The Inclusion o? haryons drastically alters- the situation air.ce toryons are

expected to doatnate a» x + 1,

In calculating the Basic diquarlt fragmentation functions for a = 0

WE follov the SLO procedure. Since the leptoproduction experiments [2] concern

\)p interact ion,only the Cuu] diquark i s Involved, Thus fcaryon and meson

diquark functions are

(x)

(•A) Ignoring flavour dependence, xe haye

X

D U M " % TUp Cl - x ' ) D^ C7, )
H J 3 ' J3 M X

where, following SLO, we take f ^ • 2(l - x) and, single quark fragmentation
\2

function, D* U) =• 3(fl

The experimental quantity of interest is the ratio of positive to

negative hadrona

R =

where

h+

h-

B± " M±

At the outset we naKe the following very plausltile assumption that

- 0 ,

"because the likelihood of a charge 1 er 2 taryon coupling to a negatively

charged "baryon is, indeed, negligible.

We ottain E in three different vays, in Increasing order of

sophistication
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The corresponding curve A is given In Fig. 2 13],

(B) Including flavour dependence, as per the SLO prescription, for mesons

with probabilities, P^ - Pfl = lt/9 and P s - 1/9 for creation of uS, dd

and ss during fragmentation, ve have

^ " f ̂

M 81 " M

D B being the same aa in ( A ) . The corresponding curve B is given in Fig. 2.

(C) Including, in addition, charge dependence for the baryons, aa

(uuu) •* p + IT effectively involving two charges [I*], we have

!>»• = Jf D»

M* b e i°e the same aa The corresponding curve C is plotted in

Fig. 2.

All three curves in Fig, 2 are consistent vith the data though,

clearly B and C fit tetter. Therefore, the SLO model for a = 0, vith

flavour dependence included, fits the leptoproduction data well. The diquark

as a single unit hypothesis thus remains consistent with the existing data

fit, 5, 6].
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